A new method for removal of supraglottic leech infestation, an unusual cause of hemoptysis
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ABSTRACT
Foreign bodies in upper airway may have various presentations and be life threatening. Leeches can attach to upper airway and cause serious problems. Herein we report a 55-year-old man with hemoptysis due to attachment of leech and explain our technique for its removal.
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Introduction
Foreign bodies in the upper airway are one of the most challenging medical emergencies and have various presentations depending on their physical properties and location. Leeches are rare foreign bodies and may localize in the nose, pharynx, supraglottis, trachea and esophagus, or rarely in the larynx (1). The symptoms of a laryngeal leech include hemoptysis, dysphonia, stridor, choking, respiratory distress, and foreign body sensation (2). In this report, we describe a case of a live leech located in a patient's anterior supraglottic area just above vocal cords and the technique used to remove it.

Case report
A 55-year-old man was admitted to our pulmonary ward at our referral hospital with a chief complaint of hemoptysis from one week ago. He also noticed a brief discomfort sensation in the throat and nausea. His physical examination was unremarkable. In laboratory data except mild decrease in hematocrit, the rest of lab tests were normal. Also his Chest CT scan was unremarkable. He was farmer and lived in a village. He used fresh stream water for washing face and hands and occasionally drank it.
Flexible bronchoscopy was performed and revealed a large and dark gray leech in supraglottic area that its head moved around and sometimes entered into trachea through vocal cords (Figure 1).
We transferred him to the operating room and monitored him closely. Our anesthesiologist tried several times for removal of leech by direct laryngoscopy and Magill forceps but it couldn’t be removed due to its movements and location. We switched again to flexible bronchoscopy and decided to use cryoprobe (ERBE, ERBOCRYO CA, Tubingen, Germany) for removal of leech. We didn’t use forceps because the risk of injury to leech and probably incomplete removal. After local anesthesia with lidocaine 1% through the bronchoscope, we applied cryoprobe near the sucker head of leech because its movement was less and increased chance of detachment of it from mucosal surface without injury. After 8 seconds, we activated cryoprobe by use of pedal, removed entire bronchoscope and probe in it. The leech adhered to probe without injury and completely removed (Figure 2).

Its length was about 8 cm and alive after procedure (Figure 3).

Then complete bronchoscopy was done and except bloody secretion, other parts were normal. Patient was discharged 24 hours later without complications.

**Discussion**

Leeches belong to the Annelida and comprise subclass of hirudinea. Leeches have parasitic life and live in stream waters, springs and moist area. They attach with sucking tail strongly to host’s mucosa and bite with another sucker head. They secrete anticoagulant factors containing hirudin, which inhibits the thrombin, factor IXa and other enzymes and cause bleed if infested in body(3). Leeches are rare foreign body and in case reports various methods applied for leech removal but there isn’t standard procedure for it. The most frequent technique for leech removal is applying forceps and direct laryngoscopy with local anesthesia (4, 5). This method is simple and not need to special device and able to do in most emergency wards. But if the leech be near the
vocal cords or in trachea or distal parts, this method can be impossible or hazardous. Applying force strongly may cause serious damage on the tissue. Some clinician use hypertonic saline (6, 7) or glycerine phenice (8, 9) for detachment of leech from mucosa but experts believed this hypertonic saline cause bronchospasm or chemical injury to tissue. A cryoprobe passed through the flexible or rigid bronchoscope can be especially useful for removal of blood clots, mucous plagues, organic and biologic material because strong adherence (Cryoadherence). This strong and secured adherence makes to avoid losing it during removal (10, 11). According to these capacities, we suggested that cryoprobe can be used as a safe and secured method for removal of live foreign bodies such as leeches.
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